Sheeting made easy by FLEXOR
SH Series

Sheeting of preprinted web offline to any size sheet

FLEXOR 330SH:
The FLEXOR SH Series is designed to run offline only, the 330SH can achieve running speeds of 30 m/min for an A4 size sheet, producing approx.
100 labels per minute. Available in 330 and 440 widths the FLEXOR can achieve a cutting tolerance of 0.15mm at any speed.
With the help of the easy to use and intuitive touchpanel, the FLEXOR 330SH sheeter will count, space and bunch sheets in predetermined
quantities on the belt conveyor. The servo driven 330SH Sheeter can cut to label length, register and also length for plain paper work. With the
integrated matrix/side trimm rewinder it is possible to be even more flexible and hence efficient.

MORE POSSIBILITIES
- Offline Sheeting to almost any size
- Sheeting accuracy: ± 0.15mm
- Fully Servo motor driven
- Highly intuitive touch panel
- Matrix rewinder
- Shingle stream delivery table with own motor
- High quality guillotine knife
- Sheet counting, batch counting
- Multi lingual screen
- Automated shingle stream delivery table speed
- End of roll detection and automatic stop
- Web loop control
- Splice Table with integrated pneumatic clamps
- Large HMI touch panel screen
- Razor or shear cutting slitting
- Trim exhaust system
- Servo driven infeed nip and unwind
CUT OPTIONS:
- Sheet to print mark
- Sheet to length
- Sheet to label

FLEXOR 					330SH/440SH		
Max. web width (mm)			

330/440		

Min. Sheet length (mm) 			

30

Min. web width (mm) 			

75

Max. speed (m/min)			

30

Dimensions LxWxH (mm)			

1800x1350x1150

Weight (kg)				550
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Sheeting made easy by FLEXOR
Sheeting of preprinted web inline with HP INDIGO or
XEIKON Digital printing presses

SH Series

Flexor 330SSD:
The FLEXOR 330SSD can cut preprinted web into A4 or A5 sheets and teaches itself the register mark hence working completely
waste free. It is available for all HP Indigo and XEIKON models and replaces the HP Indigo rewinder.

MORE POSSIBILITIES
Inline Sheeting with any HP INDIGO /XEIKON type
Sheeting accuracy: ± 0.2mm with no waste production
Fully Servo motor driven and installed in hours
Replaces the usual rewinder

Easy to integrate
No hardware connection necessary - just plug in the encoder
Counts sheets and makes batches
Delivery table for A4 and A5 sheets with own motor

FLEXOR 					330SSD		
Max. web width (mm)			

330		

Max. speed (m/min)			

30

Sheeting (re-register: ± 0.2mm)		

Yes (Yes)

Dimensions LxWxH (mm)			

1800x1350x1150

Weight (kg)				550
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